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QUESTION 1

A FortiGate device has the following LDAP configuration: 

The administrator executed the `dsquery\\' command in the Windows LDAp server 10.0.1.10, and got the 

following output: 

>dsquery user -samid administrator 

"CN=Administrator, CN=Users, DC=trainingAD, DC=training, DC=lab" 

Based on the output, what FortiGate LDAP setting is configured incorrectly? 

A. cnid. 

B. username. 

C. password. 

D. dn. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/viewContent.do?externalId=FD37516 

 

QUESTION 2

View the exhibit, which contains the output of a debug command, and then answer the question below. 
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Which one of the following statements about this FortiGate is correct? 

A. It is currently in system conserve mode because of high CPU usage. 

B. It is currently in extreme conserve mode because of high memory usage. 

C. It is currently in proxy conserve mode because of high memory usage. 

D. It is currently in memory conserve mode because of high memory usage. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements about FortiManager is true when it is deployed as a local FDS? (Choose two.) 

A. It caches available firmware updates for unmanaged devices. 

B. It can be configured as an update server, or a rating server, but not both. 

C. It supports rating requests from both managed and unmanaged devices. 

D. It provides VM license validation services. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the output of the `get router info bgp summary\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question
below. 
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Which statements are true regarding the output in the exhibit? (Choose two.) 

A. BGP state of the peer 10.125.0.60 is Established. 

B. BGP peer 10.200.3.1 has never been down since the BGP counters were cleared. 

C. Local BGP peer has not received an OpenConfirm from 10.200.3.1. 

D. The local BGP peer has received a total of 3 BGP prefixes. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

View the exhibit, which contains the output of a web diagnose command, and then answer the question below. 
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Which one of the following statements explains why the cache statistics are all zeros? 

A. The administrator has reallocated the cache memory to a separate process. 

B. There are no users making web requests. 

C. The FortiGuard web filter cache is disabled in the FortiGate\\'s configuration. 

D. FortiGate is using a flow-based web filter and the cache applies only to proxy-based inspection. 

Correct Answer: C 
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